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Miller
Motivated staff and satisfied customers are the most
valuable assets of any company. Especially for these
target groups, we have created inspiring and unique
incentives and team events in the magnificent threecountry region of Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
We offer thirty years of experience in organizing unique
custom-designed travel packages and planning original
travel incentives.

Incentives
castles, traditional towns and modern cities such as Munich, Zurich, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Freiburg, Basel and
Strasbourg. An ideal location for your unique incentive
travel - organized by your competent local partner!

Culinary highlights & accommodations

Take advantage of our location!

The region offers some of the best culinary experiences,
ranging from traditional regional specialties to awardwinning restaurants with internationally renowned cuisine.

We are located in the southernmost region of Germany,
very close to the border with Austria and Switzerland.
This three-country region offers access to a wide range
of travel possibilities and rich cultural activities. In the
heart of the region lies Lake Constance, surrounded by
impressive mountain peaks, Alpine glaciers, romantic

Your accommodations options include everything from
rustic mountain cabins to a 5-star Alpine spa resort. Or
perhaps reward your employees with an unforgettable
night in Germany‘s highest igloos - set high above the
clouds, amidst sparkling snow?

Nature / Outdoor / Activities:

Cities & Culture:

Winter and summer travel packages
Sailing Regatta
Exclusive boat charters
Climbing garden
Rafting
Brewing courses
Traditional cabin jamborees
Skiing and hiking...

Architecture & world famous museums
Special sightseeing tours with bicycle-taxi,
Segway, Oldtimer…
Tram party
Opera on the lake
Brewery tours
Unique concert experiences
Musicals / Theater...

Exclusive packages that combine Central
European nature & culture
We are pleased to combine your incentive trip to Lake
Constance, the Alps or the Black Forest with a visit to
Munich, Freiburg, Zurich, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Basel,
Strasbourg or the rest of Germany! You can count on us
to design a tailor-made team event that combines nature & cultural experiences, according to your wishes
and expectations.
Let us surprise you with our creative ideas!

Technology & hands-on experiences:
Mercedes Benz, BMW, Porsche, Audi, BASF, Siemens…. Many large international companies are
located in southern Germany. We organize factory
or company tours, museum visits and/or driving
experiences! Or would you prefer a one-of-a-kind
Zeppelin airship sightseeing flight or a ride in a
hot-air balloon?

To see clearly, it often is sufficient to change your point of view.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900-44), French aviator and writer
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